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Copyright Notice
Copyright © 1989-2020 MJM Designs, LLC
All Rights Reserved
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
mechanical or electronic, including photocopying and recording, or by any information
storage and retrieval system, without express written permission from MJM Designs, LLC
and or our legal representatives.
To purchase additional copies or this material or request permission, please contact us at:
admin@knittingtofit.com
Legal Notices
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication,
neither MJM Designs, LLC or the partners thereof, assume any responsibility for errors,
omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein.
The purchaser or reader of this publication assumes responsibility for the use of these
materials and information. The author and/or partners of MJM Designs, LLC assume no
responsibility or liability whatsoever on the behalf of any purchaser or reader of these materials.
This publication is intended to provide information about how to begin or how to improve your
Passap machine knitting skills.
Adherence to all applicable copyright laws and regulations in the United States or any other
jurisdiction is the sole responsibility of the purchaser or reader. The author and instructor of
Passap Knitter assumes no responsibility or liability whatsoever on the behalf of any purchaser
or reader of these materials. This information may not under any circumstances be used or be
copied by any persons other than the original author in whole or in part for any teaching
purposes whatsoever nor supplied to others as written notes or handouts.
Any perceived slights of specific individuals or organizations are unintentional.
Passap is a registered trademark of MADAG Maschinen-und Apparatebau Dietikon AG. CH8953 Dietikon / Switzerland

This material is about my experience with this machine and how I have used it successfully. I
am not a representative for the company nor do I speak on their behalf.
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Learn To Speak Basic Passap
Foreword from Marjorie J McDonald
I would like to THANK YOU for your interest in finding ways to increase your Passap machine
knitting skills…
In my Learn to Speak Basic Passap, I teach several ways to help you accelerate your search for
what type of knitting techniques you prefer and show you how to get started. You see, when it
comes to knitting, it is all about the relationship you are creating with your selection of stitch
patterns and techniques and color and texture combinations. Which pattern and technique are
the best for the type of knit fabric you want to create? What colors or textures will enhance your
finished knit item?

It is this „inside‟ information that I want to share with you here in this Learn To Speak Basic
Passap, I have parted the curtains to bring you the inside scoop on the multi-billion dollar
fashion industry and what part knitting has played in the industry. Showing you the value of
using your knitting machine and creating color and texture in your knitting, to give you a
complete understanding of the process of how to start and sustain your ability to use your
Passap knitting machine and to combine colors and textures in your knits.

Whether you are just starting out in machine knitting or you are a seasoned machine knitter, Learn to
Speak Basic Passap brings you the latest in machine knitting. You will be increasing your use of
stitch patterns and techniques to create texture with the latest information, strategies, and techniques
that can either get you started in using your Passap knitting machine or in combining stitch patterns
and techniques in your knits to take the machine knitting you already do to the next level!
Congratulations on taking this first step by getting this ebook about Learn to Speak Basic
Passap. This is the key to tapping into the System on how you are going to learn to use your
Passap knitting machine.
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You must start at the beginning with the very basics of the machine if you are going to be
successful. Once you have a good understanding of the mechanics and what the stitches do in
relationship to how the knitting needles travel the needle path through the back and front locks
on the Duomatic 80 and the back lock on the E 6000. Once you are aware of that you can move
on to the next steps in using the machine.
DO NOT IGNORE the basics. You could damage your machine without knowing that you are
even doing that.
I am looking forward to taking you to the next level and teaching you the basics to get started on
a new adventure.
Happy Knitting and Best Success,

Marjorie J McDonald
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Introduction to Passap Knitting
As a knitwear designer and fiber artist, I often hear, “I LOVE how you used colors and/or
textures in that scarf or shawl or wrap or sweater, but could never do it myself.” Well,
today I are going to share with you some insider tips and skills so that you really CAN
do it yourself.
So, let‟s get started!
This information offers the “Why” as well as the “How”.
The Passap E 6000 knits precisely what you tell it to, perfectly with the unique dialog
computer which communicates with you. What is important is that you learn to speak
Passap so you can communicate with the console. Since it is very precise, there is a
learning curve to get comfortable with the programming of the console so you get the
exact result you want.
The electronics on the knitting console asks you a series of simple questions. They are
not in the usual sequence that we are used to and do not answer why or how so
patience on your part is needed.
When you understand the console and the questions it asks, it will get easier to learn
the programming so you avoid the error messages and accomplish the pattern and
technique input into the computer.
The computer shows the choices and you decide if you want to accept them. Press
enter when the computer asks you a question that you agree with and no if you do not
want to accept the choice.
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Chapter 1: Very Basic Care and Maintenance

Important:
The E 6000 circuit boards are no longer being manufactured so it is important to unplug
your machine from your power strip or wall outlet when you are not using your knitting
machine.
Any type of power surge may create a problem for your machine so having your
machine unplugged will insure that you will not have any problem with your circuit
board.
The battery which is called the accumulator recharges when the console is turned on. It
takes approximately 3 weeks of not using your knitting machine for the battery to be
called discharged or not holding a charge any longer.
Information and other programmed patterns can be lost unless the console is turned on
for about 6 hours every 3 weeks. If the console is off longer than that data may be lost
and if it is off long enough you may have to reprogram the language and basic settings
again.
Simple things will keep your machine working well:
1. Keep your machine covered with a cloth cover when not in use. Write on the
cover so you will always put the writing up when covering.
2. Put a pillow case over the mast.
3. Place an extra cloth cover over the console.
For your Locks
1. Remove and vacuum the underside to remove as much lint as possible and use
a small brush to remove any lint or fuzz from the yarns you are using that are not
removed by vacuuming. I use a brush for dusting and a different brush for oiling.
2. Oil as needed to keep the metal surfaces silky smooth. You will know when you
get used to the feel of the metal when you rub your finger across it. Wipe off any
excess oil. There is always a debate about Bellodor oil verses gun oil. Try both
and see which you like. Different climates seem to lend to one or the other.
The gun oil most recommended is from Wiseman Trading.
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For your beds:
1. Vacuum underneath, between the beds and the top surfaces.
2. Remove any excess oil out of the lower rails.
3. Re-oil as needed.
Masts:
1. Vacuum the top surface of the masts and especially between the tension disks.
2. A cotton q-tip with an alcohol solution can be used between the tension disks and
the tension mast. This is especially important if you are using wax on your yarn.
Motor
1. Vacuum the drive belt channel in the motor drive rail.
2. Vacuum around and underneath the motor case.
3. Vacuum the white plastic surface of the motor.

Curly Cord
When you are knitting without the console, it is best to disconnect the curly cord and
hang it on the tension mast. Tuck the cable on the front lock under a cup hook to keep it
secure. This keeps the cord from unnecessary use and from being damaged.
With just a little care of your machine, you can keep from having to deep clean so
frequently which is a good thing.
Read your basic manual showing your machine parts and basic settings. This seems
confusing at first so just go over the information as much as you need to be able to tell
yourself what each part is called and what it does.
Pretend that you are telling someone else about the machine. I know this might sound
silly, but it will significantly increase your confidence in approaching and using your
machine. The way the instruction manual is written is not easy to follow at first so to
avoid being intimidated the more you know about your machine the easier it will be for
you.
See if you can get so familiar with the information that you can almost quote the
instruction manual. Then when you start you won‟t feel so overwhelmed. That will make
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using your machine so much more fun for you to do. And then you can concentrate on
the different settings for the patterns and how to program them.
There is no point in wishing that the manual was written more clearly. We have to work
with what we have and get used to the flow the way the console is set up and the
questions that are asked. Once you have achieved the knowledge of the sequence,
your knitting on the Passap will be much easier.
The learning curve is a bit steep, but certainly doable so I want to encourage you to stay
with it until you get to the breakthrough moments and gain the confidence to know you
can tackle this marvelous machine.
Because of the choices of what you can do I recommend that you start with the basic
mechanics of the machine and increase by building on your knowledge base. Then you
can move onto the stitch patterns, if they are knit alone or if they need or can have
techniques added to them.

Occasionally Check Your Front Pushers
When you program your console tell it to use cast on 97
This is a program in the console that will run a series of tests for the front pushers.
Set the needles to – 90 + 90
Put all of the pushers up on the front bed into working position.
When you air knit, you‟ll see a series of 1 up 1 down, followed by 2 up 2 down and then
7 up and 1 down switching the down pusher every couple of rows.
Observe to see if the pushers are working in this sequence.

Maintenance
Preventative maintenance is becoming a must for the machines as the number of
replacement parts and repair help is declining so set up a schedule for your machine(s)
and stick to it.
I know that you just want to knit and skip this part, but it really is necessary to help you
continue to enjoy the long term use of the machine. Just wiggle your toes and check to
be sure you are breathing as you get ready to start the process.
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Set up a yearly schedule, then monthly, weekly and daily items. The timing all depends
on how much you use your machine, the type of yarn you use and where you have your
machine set up.
A small vacuum like one that is used around computers is a good addition to your tool
box for your knitting machine. Fuzz is not your friend so keep your beds after each
garment vacuumed along with your motor rail, color changer, tension mast and rails.
Regular oiling (don‟t get carried away with this). A build up of an oil/fuzz combination
can not only make the locks harder to push, but can significantly shorten the life of the
glides on your lock as it acts like sandpaper on them.
Use the minimum amount of oil to keep the machine running smoothly. If you hear metal
grating when you move the needles up and down give it a bit of oil. Routinely oil the
other parts of the machine as shown in the manual.
At times you may need to re-oil more frequently:
 in the middle of a garment where the yarn is producing a lot of lint
 heating/ air conditioning running in the area of your machine or blowing on it
Do not blow air on the front locks as it could push oil and gunk into the electronic eye.
Use a cotton swab or pipe cleaner and clean the buildup that occurs on each side of the
electronic eye (this is the part that has the magnets that the pushers run in).
These maintenance suggestions do not take the place of deep cleaning Take a Big
Breath Here which should be done at least once a year. If you knit every day consider
deep cleaning every 6 months.
If you have recently moved your machine check this first:
If your locks don‟t slide smoothly without yarn as you move them over the bed, the
machine is out of alignment and this will need to be corrected before you do ANY more
knitting. Check each of the locks separately and then together to see where you will
need to start to do the adjustment.
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Chapter 2: Exploring the E 6000

The Needle Beds











There are 179 needles on each bed
The needle scale on the front bed indicated the number of needles to the right
and to the left of the center. L-1 R+1 being the exact center of the bed. There is
no scale on the back bed.
o If knitting without the console select the needles on the front bed and then
arrange the needles on the back bed as shown in your manual
o If using the console let the carriage select the needles it wants to use and
then set up the needles on the back bed as shown in your manual
Needles have latches that open and close to form the stitches. Each needle
represents one stitch.
Needles have two positions. Non-working needles are down against the rail and
working needles are approximately ¾” above the rail, the heads of the needles at
the top of the needle bed, but not extending beyond.
Edge springs are lifted up and then slide along the rail to be positioned on the
edge needle in working position with the latch under the edge spring closed.
o When knitting without weights, the edge springs help hold the edge
stitches on those edge needles.
The blocking rail on the back bed allows for the movement of pushers in and out
of the rail and secures their path. The rail opens by pushing the bolt on the rail at
the far left toward the left. Close the rail after the pushers you want to use are
moved above the rail. This keeps only those back pushers selected in use.
The pusher is the patterning device. It has 3 positions.
o Non-working (NWP) the pusher remains inside the blocking rail on the
back bed and down against the rail on the front bed.
o In working position (WP) the pusher is positioned approximately ¾” above
the rail on the back bed and at the positioning notch on the front bed.
o In rest position (RP) the pusher sits on top of the blocking rail on the back
bed and at the lower end of the metal portion of the needle /pusher
channel on the front bed.

When a pusher is out of the blocking rail it can easily be lifted on the back bed. There
are 2 styles of pushers for the front bed. One has a round top and one is straight.


The racking handles positions the needles on the back bed to either opposite or
alternate the needles on the front bed.
o With the racking handle up the needles are directly opposite and will hit
the needles on the front if you are using both beds
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o With the racking handle down, the needles are alternate and can slide
between each other when knitting with both beds.
o The racking indicator shows which direction the handle was last turned.
o The racking scale shows how many needle positions can be racked to the
left or to the right from the present position.


The trip cam for the row counter is that molded black piece on the upper rail of
the front bed. It causes the row counter on the front lock to trip one row each time
it passes over the cam. It slides in the rail so you can position it where you would
like to work with your needle set up.

The Locks




The front and back locks are similar with these exceptions
The back lock carries the yarn, has arrow keys and a pattern dial A-H
The front lock has a handle, the row counter and a pattern dial with the
letters K, L, C, O, E, S, G and U
N – X lever
On N you will get stockinette, plain knit, jersey and normal knitting
On X you will get the stitch pattern you have selected to knit



The Pattern Dial
The alphabetical dial on the back bed A – H when the lever is on X
When in X the pattern dial cannot be moved
On the front bed K, L, C, O, E, S, G, and U



The Stitch Size Dial
1-8 with quarter increments between each number
1 = the smallest stitch
8 = the largest stitch
Stitch size is accomplished by how far the working needle is pulled down in
Needle channel to lengthen the loop of yarn it has formed.



The Row Counter
On the upper left of the front lock
Pushing the lever returns the setting to 000
Each digit window has a knob for either turning back or advancing each
digit individually



The Arrow Keys
In the lower corner of the back lock directly affect pusher arrangement
Automatic reversal of the pushers in the direction the arrow is pressed.
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The Strippers
o Black for single bed knitting
o Orange for double bed knitting
o Blue for heavier yarn or tuck knitting



Tools
o
o
o
o
o
o

Orange pattern ruler
Yellow tool
Orange tool
Black tool
Double ended decker tool
20 needle decker comb

The Console














Can swing forward and rest on the knitting bed to make programming easier
The display window ask questions that need to be answered and provides
knitting information
The numbered keys are used to tell the computer which cast on or stitch pattern
have been chosen, which knit technique if one is selected, to enter a form
program and to indicate knitting width and rows knitted
- key is for knitting width to the left of center and to indicate the number of rows
that need to be unraveled if there is a problem
+ key is for knitting width to the right of the center
The dot activates the card reader portion of the console and is used for entering
fractions
The ABC key calls up the selected stitch pattern
o Locks need to be at the right
o Row count is showing in the display window
The COR key is used to correct the knitting width and rows knitted.
o Locks need to be at the right
o A row count is showing in the window
The R key is used to return or go back a step in programming
The fast forward key (>>>) is used to bring up PROGR, CAST On in the display
window and is used to begin a new program, to check a program and to begin
programming
The CLR key is used to erase a wrong number before the ENT key has been
pressed and to correct the outline question in the programming
The ENT key is used to answer yes or confirm an answer
The NO key is used to say no to a question. It is also used in the program portion
of positioning the pattern to correct information entered incorrectly
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The slot at the top of the console box is where the sleeve and self drawn reader
card is inserted into the console to be read
o The reading knob slides left to right to read each row on the card
o the transport wheel advances the card
o the card comes out the bottom of the console

The E 6000 Manual











Pages 1-17 are not color coded and describe some of the basics of the machine
The dark blue pages (18-33) cover some basics about programming
The pale blue pages (34-54) cover the alter loop portion of programming
The blue/grey pages (55-71) cover the enlarge/position portion of the
programming
Pages 72-77 are not color coded and provide information about using the card
reader
The dark grey pages (78-87)provide information about the form program (the
charting device)
The light grey pages (88-124) cover some basic knitting techniques and pages
(125-132) give information about drawing your own stitch pattern cards.
The black edge pages (134-181) give pattern diagrams and related information
about cast-ons and knitting techniques.
Pages 182-191 provide a list of error messages you may see in the display
window and some information about how to correct the error.
Page 192 provides an index to most all the displays you will see in the display
window.

The E 6000 Pattern Book
The pattern book is divided into three sections.







Pages 2-128 show photographs of stitch patterns with numbers under them
Pages 129-131 provide information as to how a pattern was altered to achieve
the pattern you see in the picture.
A 4 digit number is a stitch pattern number
A 3 digit number is a knit technique
Pages 132 -172 show graphs of the patterns to be used when adding or
superimposing stitch patterns
Several basic knitting techniques can also be used as stitch patterns.
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The Tension Mast




Tensions the yarn so that it feeds evenly through the machine.
To tighten move toward the number 7
To loosen move toward the number 1

Abbreviations to Remember
FB
front bed
BB
back bed
ND
needle/ needles
ST
stitch
WP working position
NWP non working position
RP
rest position
FNR all needles, both beds, working for the desired width
SB
single bed
DB
double bed
ST. PATT
stitch pattern
Success comes with Practice, Practice and more Practice
Find the time to just do it and enjoy the results you will achieve.
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Chapter 3: Beginning With Your Machine
You will be asked which cast on you want to do first.
You have a choice:
1. To use the console to do your cast on
2. Not to use the console and do a manual cast on.
(A manual cast is called “knitting with the lights off”)

It would be my suggestion to learn every manual cast on and cast off that you
can do on the machine.
When you get ready to move to the console, you will need to know that the
computer is in a two way conversation with you. That is why it is called a
dialogue program.
You are shown the options available and you decide whether or not you want to
take them. The way the manual is written which tells you about how to program is
quite confusing and I cover it in depth in my members site.
You can get additional information
http://www.passapknitter.com/members

about

becoming

a

member

at

I will provide 3 weeks of written content about a specific project selected to
increase your skill with the machine and on week 4 I will place a recorded
webinar/video that shows the information and adds additional sections to help
you understand and implement them so your skill will build.
You will have access to the information and videos plus bonuses as long as you
remain a member at your convenience on your time table so you can build as
personal and family or work schedules allow.
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Chapter 4: About Yarns

If you have a reasonably large stash of yarn, chances are good that you have a variety
of labels and a combination of skeins, balls and cones. Occasionally when yarns come
with a machine you have purchased from someone else, your items may not have
labels at all.
Different manufacturers use different measurement systems so that can further confuse
the discovery of what yarns will work on your machine. You can go online or to your
local library and find information about burn tests for fibers that will help you identify
your fiber content. That will allow you to know how to care for your knit items once they
are completed.
Sometimes the burn test will yield odd results if the yarn is a blend. Since yarn count is
tied to the type of fiber, this is an important determination to make.
You can use any size yarn as long as it will fit into the needle and is not hard to pull
down when you have the yarn on the machine doing a sample. Occasionally, I have
found that even though it will fit into the needle because of the stickiness of the yarn it is
hard to move the lock over it and knit with it.
I recently found a great hand dyed sock yarn. It fit every criteria of being able to knit with
it, however, I was not able to move the lock over it without tremendous physical strength
so I will have to see if waxing the yarn or using yarn spray will help.
The details of the yarn and the way it feels will help you zero in on what might be the
problem. The locks moved easily across the bed without any yarn so immediately it was
identified that it had to be something to do with the yarn. Perhaps the dye contributed to
the problem in this case.

Yarn Count
Yarn count, sometimes referred to as thread count, is the number of yards required to
make one pound of size 1 cotton, linen or wool using these assigned numbers.
Cotton, spun silk
Linen, help, jute, ramie
Woolen spun wool
Worsted spun wool

840
300
256
560

All yarn manufacturers identify yarn in terms of size and weight. There are three factors
that affect the number of yards per pound or YPP
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The type of fiber
The number of plies
The size of a single ply

Since the count system is mathematically accurate, it provides the foundation for
identifying unlabelled yarn and calculating yarn factors that aren‟t listed on the label.
Calculate Missing Information
Given 3 of the 4 factors (count, size, plies and yards per pound) you can easily calculate
the missing information.
YPP = size divided by plies x count
Count = YPP divided by size x plies
Size = YPP divided by

count x plies

Plies = count divided by YPP x size

Yarn that is measured by the count system will have a label that reads something like:
10/3 cotton
This label identifies the yarn as a: 3-ply # 10 cotton at 2800 YPP
To use the system and find the yardage, multiply the count times the yardage of size.
A size 20 cotton labeled 20/1
840 X 20 = 16,800 yards / pound
For a plied yarn, multiply the count times the yardage of size 1 and divide by the
number.
A size 20 cotton 2 ply 20/2 sometimes written (2/20)
840 X 20 = 16,800 / 2 = 8,400 yards / pound
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Wraps per Inch
WPI is another way to determine which yarns can be substituted for each other,
especially where one of the yarns is a blend or when two yarns have different fiber
content.
Because it is easier to see the size of a yarn from its WPI rather than its count or YPP,
knowing how to determine WPI is an excellent tool for selecting new yarns or sorting
your yarn stash.
Common WPI measurements are:
Lace
18 or more
Sock/Fingering
16
Sport
14
Larger yarns, if they can fit through the feeding eyelet are covered in a different eBook
about heavier yarn techniques that you can find here: Heavy Yarn Techniques for
Passap Knitters http://www.passapknitter.com/heavy-yarn-techniques/
Occasionally, I use a scale if I have knit a sweater and do not have quick access to the
information to see how much I used in yarn when I knit the original. By weighing the
sweater and then weighing the yarn, I can tell if I have or am buying enough yarn to
make a sweater in the same or smaller size. This is very useful when purchasing more
expensive yarns when you do not want to have a lot left over but not enough to do
another item.
You will hear many people talk about what they use on this machine. You will need to
test to see which yarns appeal to you personally and make a note of them in a notebook
so you will have a quick reference for yarn plus items you like to knit from that yarn.
I personally use a lot of 2/24 acrylic as I have found that makes up easily into the best
selling garments in my lines and is easy to care for by the end user. I do not double it as
some do for baby blankets, throws or lap robes.
Other yarns I use are high bulk acrylic 2/17, silk, linen and cotton.
I like 8/2 cotton particularly for the summer.
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Common Yarn Sizes

WC = worsted count

CC = cotton count

Fine 1 ply = 2/36 WC or 42/2 CC = ~10,080 yd/lb
Full 1 ply = 2/30 WC or 20/2 CC = ~ 8400 yd/lb
Fine 2 ply = 2/20 WC or 14/2 CC = ~ 5600 – 5880 yd/lb
Full 2 ply = 2/16 WC or 10/2 CC = ~ 4200 – 4480 yd/lb
3 ply = 2/12 WC or 8/2 CC = ~ 3360 yd/lb

(fingering weight)

4 ply = 2/8 WC or 5/2 CC = ~ 2100 – 2240 yd/lb (sport weight)

How to knit with these yarns that are heavier is covered in the eBook about using
heavier yarns on the Passap. Some really fun things can be done and with a little
knowledge and patience on your part, you can knit yarns that no other knitting machine
can knit with this needle size. I‟m not talking about knitting with these yarns on a bulky
knitting machine in this material. Yes, the DM 80 and the E 6000 can be used to knit
these yarns. It‟s pretty exciting and lots of fun.
Approximate stitch sizes for where to start are on page 9 in the E 6 manual. This gives
you a place to start but you will need to try different stitch sizes in the yarn swatches
you are knitting to get the exact stitch size for the yarn on your particular knitting
machine as each of the machines vary slightly.
If a yarn is dense and tightly spun it will knit up different than one that is spun loosely
and is a fluffy so exact yard per pound will need to be adjusted to be sure you have
enough yarn to complete your project.
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Chapter 5: The Art of the Swatch

For those of you who have heard anyone talk about swatches and gauge, you know that
this subject is a hot button. Swatches and how you treat them are very important.
Swatches need to be done in the same yarn (stitch pattern and/or KT) that you're going
to use in the final knit pieces for the end garment so your accuracy will be rewarded.
You can't do a stockinette swatch and then use it for a tuck pattern. When doing tubular
knitting, you really should do a tubular swatch, even though the knitting is stockinette.
Aside from dealing with the doubling of row counts (2 rows on the row counter only
equals 1 row of knitting), there's the possibility that the back bed doesn't have the same
gauge as the front bed for the same stitch size. The only way you will know is knitting it
tubular.
First, you really HAVE to do a swatch for a garment if you want it to fit. Yarn dyes vary
so even if you are using the same yarn it might knit up with a different stitch size when
you are knitting this time or with a different color of yarn. The dye-lots are important to
know.
Second, always be consistent in the size of your swatches. I recommend 30 stitches X
30 rows but you can do a larger swatch and use it for a charity item as you can't use the
same yarn again to knit in the garment as yarn will knit up and look different when knit
the second time. This is quite fun to know if you knit up the yarn, dye it, unravel it and re
knit.
If you're dealing with a very unstable fabric or yarn than you're going to want to do a
swatch that's double the normal size in every swatch size except for the 100x100 size.
What is unstable fabric? Well, stockinette and Birdseye fairisle are really stable (unless
you're knitting stockinette on a really big stitch size with weights to get very loose
stitches). Fisherman's Rib is one of the most unstable. The larger the piece of fabric the
more it will grow and the smaller your gauge may change the length. In some yarns 50
stitches may measure 8 inches, but 100 stitches may measure 20 inches. You will want
to monitor what is happening when you get into the real garment pieces to be sure
your gauge is remaining accurate. Sometimes the finished pieces can vary in size.
Some of the double bed tuck fabrics may grow in both dimensions. Just watch as you
are working or knitting them to be sure they are staying what you want with them.
The contrast yarn that you use to mark the beginning and end of your swatch should be
close to the same size as the main yarn and of similar fiber content. If your main yarn is
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cotton, then if you use cotton for the contrast yarn, they'll both shrink and the contrast
yarn in the same fiber content as the main yarn won't distort the shape of the main yarn
piece.
Never have ribbing attached to your gauge swatch, unless you have a considerable
number of rows between the two, since it will severely distort the main fabric gauge.
Tip: if you have different stitches that you want to swatch, be sure to put at least 50
rows of scrap on either side of the next stitch you want to try. This will give enough
distance to keep one section of the knit fabric from affecting the other.
I know this might seem too basic but I assure you if you miss this you will struggle
with your machine from here on out so hang in with this information and you will be
richly rewarded with fabulous knitwear.
Swatches are where we test everything out, so we don't get an entire garment knit and
then never wear it because we don't like the cast on, or the weight or the fabric, or those
particular two yarns together, etc. Swatches aren't a chore; they are the best
opportunity to use our creative talents to decide just what fabulous garment should be
made out of the particular yarn you want to use.
Look at your knitting while it is on the machine. That is how you determine if the stitch
size is correct. Leave the needles in the place where the lock left them after the second
row. See how the yarn loops look on the needles and how the yarn is going from
needle to needle. Also look at the purl from the previous row.
If there is a big loop of yarn between needles, the stitch size is too large. Try taking it
down a quarter or a half. If the yarn is really tight between the needles take the stitch
size up because it is too tight.
The yarn should lay along the striking comb fairly snug. NOT TIGHT.
If the stitch size is too tight it:
 The yarn pulls tight between the needles
 The yarn pulls the needles up
 The stitch from the previous row is pulled against the head of the needle instead
of being further down in its normal position
If the stitch size is too loose it:
 You will see gaps between needles where the yarn looped out
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Look at your knitting to see what you have and learn to observe so you can identify
what the problem is quickly.
Whether too tight or too loose the symptoms are the same:
 It is hard to knit
 The yarn will eventually jam
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Chapter 6: The Knitting Gauge
The gauge is one of the most important elements in knitting because it can impact
whether the final knitted item will be the right size when finished. For flat items, the
gauge has some leeway but for clothing it can change the garment one size larger or
one size smaller and result in the item not being worn because of the ill fit.
Follow a few simple steps to insure you have the fit properly calculated.




Knit a swatch at least 5” X 6” The larger the swatch the better without using too
much of your yarn.
Block and finish the swatch exactly as you would block and finish the knitted
item. If you measure after this has been done you will have a more accurate
gauge and more confidence in being able to have the fit you planned.
Some yarns need to rest before being handled so be alert to what the swatch is
doing to prevent having the measurements being inaccurate.

Swatch Hints
If you are working with a yarn for the first time, try knitting a bit larger swatch for this first
gauge. I have found that 60 stitches by 80 rows works well for gathering more accurate
first time data.
Be sure your gauge is in the type of knitting you plan to do for the finished item.
Different types of stitches –stockinette, rib, lace, fairisle and tuck stitches can create
different gauges. Use what the pattern you have selected is asking for in the finished
types of knitting incorporated in the pattern.
Avoid the edges in the finished size measurements as they may distort the
measurements.
Always use a knit ruler or a high-quality metal ruler to measure your swatch.
Inexpensive wooden rulers and occasionally plastic rulers are inaccurate and tape
measures have been known to stretch or shrink with the weather.
Gravity may influence the gauge if you are knitting a dress or skirt so let the knit hang at
least 24 hours to see if that might happen and if you choose to go ahead and use that
yarn factor that stretch into the garment pieces.
A great way to be accurate is to start with the same yarn in a contrasting color. Knit 10
rows of the contrast yarn. Mark the fifth stitch in on each side with a small length of the
contrasting yarn every 6 rows as you knit your rows of main color and then 10 rows of
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contrast. That way the main color is supported by the contrast yarn so you won‟t pull the
main color and get an inaccurate measurement. That will give you accurate rows per
inch and stitches per inch.
Since gauge is a means of making sure a knitted item ends up being a particular size, if
you are having a challenge getting the stitches or rows per inch, it helps to think in
inches rather than stitches and rows. Use the overall length and width and cross
reference the measurements with a garment you know is the fit you want. Then
calculate your own version of the pattern you are making so it will be tailored to your
own measurements.
I often advise that the garment schematic is what you base your knitting on so you know
that the final will be what you want. Also making your own pattern by tracing a sweater
you already know you like is a good way to gather information about the fit and then you
are knitting to fit that pattern.
I have covered 7 formulas to fit on one of my videos available in my fitting course listed
at https://machineknittingsuccess.com and one of the Passap Success Magazines at
https://passape6.com covers additional information about fitting.
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Chapter 7: What Are Knit Techniques?
A knit technique drives the pushers on the front bed in a pre-determined manner for
example: tuck the black squares of the pattern and advance the pattern every four rows.
There are several knitting techniques that drive the front pushers exactly the same, but
the console displays will be different for the back bed so when it was designed each
fabric was a different knit technique. Sometimes the only difference between 2 knit
techniques is the portion of the console program that you are allowed to use.
Sometimes you will see a pattern use one knit technique to create a fabric and the
same fabric created from an entirely different knit technique.
There are 84 basic stitch patterns that require no knit techniques to be added to them.
In the 1000 stitch pattern numbers there are:
 57 stitch patterns
 173 knit techniques that can be used
 No patterns are combined
In the 1100 stitch pattern numbers there are:
 78 stitch patterns
 167 knit techniques that can be used
 12 patterns that are combined
Stitch pattern 1130 is the stitch pattern that has the most knit techniques that can
be used with it. There are 9 with one of those being a combination.

In the 1200 stitch pattern numbers there are:
 130 stitch patterns not including the numbers or the letters
 160 knit techniques that can be used
 46 patterns that are combined
In the 1300 stitch pattern numbers there are:
 41 stitch patterns
 44 knit techniques that can be used
 15 patterns are combined
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In the 1400 stitch pattern numbers there are:
 20 stitch patterns
 29 techniques that can be used
 9 patterns that are combined
Of these stitch patterns you have a choice of doing:
 Basic Stitches


Tuck Stitches



Fairisle



Summer Fairisle



Slip Stitches



Racking Patterns



Lace Patterns



Pin Tucks



Intarsia

As you can see there is a large variety of knit fabric that you can create. It is up to you
to see what type and techniques are the ones you prefer for the items you want to
create.
I frequently use the front and back of the knit in the same garment. I find the accent is
really unique and because it is the same yarn I don‟t have to locate a matching trim
yarn.
Some of the pictures shown in the manual are purl side out so it is important that you
recognize these so you will not be thrown off when you see the knit side when the
manual shows the purl side so just look closely and then check both sides of the swatch
to see which you want to use for your current project.
I have grouped all of these different stitch pattern numbers plus if the stitch patterns
were combined with other stitch patterns and have put them together along with a
picture, stitch pattern number, the type of stitch it is done with, what page in the pattern
manual you can find a larger picture, what the knit technique was and if there are any
special things that need to be done Ex: * means additional things need to be done
starting on page 129-133 and where the black and white chart is located for the diagram
and size of the design.
Over the years I have found this invaluable as I have designed and purchased yarn for
the lines of the ladies knits I was deciding to do for each of the 6 lines I produced each
year.
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Having them organized by pattern number as shown below in the examples saved me
hours of searching through the manuals trying to locate them.
I then organized by yarn type, the stitch gauge and stitch size on the front bed, back
bed and the tension on the mast. These tools were staples in my knitting design box
and used very frequently saving me hours as well as dollars on the kinds and textures
of the yarns I found. What worked well, what was difficult to produce, how the final knit
fabric performed and what the care requirements were for the finished garments.

1284
Fairisle
In your manual
this picture will
be shown on
page 108
1284 ADD
1284 Fairisle
In your manual
this picture will
be shown on
page 108

188*
The * means
additional things
need to be done
see page 131
Chart on page 166
196*
The * means
additional things
need to be done
see page 131
Chart on page 166

If getting this information would help you organize your projects you can go to
https://passapknitters.com and look on the navigation bar. You can find them
separately or as a set.
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Chapter 8: Changing Colors
When you look through the pattern book at the stitches as they are knit, sometimes it
can be a bit of a challenge to know what other color combinations could work in the
design.
You can go to https://passape6000.com and you will see a Design Success Coloring
book where you can color in the patterns to see which combination you want to use. It
is fun to do and easier than rotating the colors through the color changer. Once you like
the colors together then you can take the next step with the yarn in the eyelets in the
color changer.
When you get some additional color combinations put together you can then play with
which eyelet you are going to put the color in. Do a sample of the colors in each of the
eyelets and see which combination you like best. I am constantly amazed if I change the
order of the colors what it does to change the design. Occasionally I have found that by
doing this I discover patterns within patterns and can make a better choice of what the
end result will look like. I‟d rather be surprised here than after I knit an entire garment.
Look at the black and white squares diagram showing the design and be sure in your
sample swatch that you knit the full number of rows that the pattern requires to complete
it so you can evaluate better what you will get. Do this for each of the color combinations
that are possible when you change the order of the colors in the c olor changer.
Play with a number of combinations to really stimulate your creativity. It is so satisfying
to have your results in your samples so you can begin to increase your design choices
with ease. You might not want to do that color scheme right now but at a later time
it might be the one you go for immediately. Different events and times of the year
can spark the interest you may have in putting those colors together for that season or
time of the year.
Having this done in advance does several things for you. You become familiar with the
pattern, you can really have a sense of if you like the texture and you will know
what things might be problems that you might encounter when you get ready to do the
actual knitting. You will have a sense of how much time to allow for the knit project so
you do not cut your time short and not compete it for the date and time you wanted.
You will have the confidence you need to approach this project and know you will be
able to complete it with ease which makes the satisfaction level go way up for you. Most
of all you will feel like you have a number of things to choose from and that is always a
great feeling.
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Chapter 9: Trick Yarns
Remember that not all yarns on cones are for machine knitting!
Some yarns are spun for weavers, some are spun for knitters and then you have to
factor in if they are for commercial use or for the hobby knitters, those who knit for fun or
personal use. Check to see if it would be too stiff or scratchy for your knits or if they
would be just right for the project you want to do.
The weaving yarns need the overtwist to produce good warp threads, hold up better in
the heddles and stand up under tension.
Typically that is not what the machine knitting yarn needs.
When a yarn biases it means that it is from the overtwisted yarn group. Sometimes that
can be solved by knitting in a tuck stitch. Some people say that cotton yarn is notorious
for this but that is not my experience so the cottons that I purchased had to have been
machine knitting yarns and not weaving yarns.
You next want to check the balance of the yarn. To do this unwind about 1 yard of the
yarn and then put the two ends together. The yarn should not twist around itself but
hang in a loop.
If it does twist around itself a bit but not a lot, it usually will knit up without a problem.
If the twist is really going at it, if you decide to use the yarn you may get biasing. Try it in
a tuck stitch or as a double bed knit and see if that helps. It has to do with the structure
of the knit and purl stitch and if they are playing well together or not.
Something Fun to Know About Your Passap
Your Passap knitting machine is an incredibly versatile machine, and with a little
knowledge and patience from you, can knit yarns which no other knitting machine can
knit.
The stripper system is what gives someone the ability to knit a lightweight and a
heavyweight yarn in the same row, allowing you to knit much heavier yarn than you
would think.
A trip to your local yarn shop will give you all kinds of possibilities for interesting yarns to
try. Look through the choices on the shelves; check the bargain bin or where they have
just a few balls or skeins left that you could select from for your project. You don‟t need
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much to practice and the resulting swatches will help you determine which techniques to
try on your special yarns.
Even if you never knit anything but a swatch with the yarn, you will learn how to deal
with that type of yarn. You could take a feeding eyelet with you as a guide. Try fuzzy
mohair, shiny rayon, nubby boucle, lovely cottons and exquisite wools.
NOTE: If the yarn will go through the feeding eyelet, you can probably knit it with at
least one of the following methods!
Additional information about knitting with heavier yarns, how to select them, how to set
them up with your knitting machine, what knitting techniques will work and more…
Find out more here at https://www.passapknitter.com/heavy-yarn-techniques/
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Chapter 10: Your Next Steps
Because of the choices of what you can do I recommend that you start with one area
and increase your confidence by building on your knowledge base.
Start without the console and get the feel of the machine first before you launch into a
project that you are not clear about doing. Start simple and then move to more complex.
When you do start programming your console select one stitch pattern and do all of the
knit techniques that can be added to it. Try solid colors and then advance into 2 colors,
then to 3 colors, then to 4 colors.
Separate your knitting swatch with the different patterns and techniques with a contrast
color so you can clearly see the end result and put a label on it for future reference.
Using the example of a cookbook, the strip of your stitch patterns and techniques acts
like a cookbook so you can make a decision about what you want to do without
spending half of the time you have to knit trying to get to what you want to do for that
knitting session.
Machine knitting takes perseverance and determination so keep at it until you get the
results that you hoped you would get when you decided to begin on this journey.
I have a member site where I do 3 weeks of content about a specific topic and on week
4 I do a recorded webinar/video pulling all of the information together so you can learn
to build on your skills as a knitter more quickly. You have access to the materials on
your time schedule and can review the materials as often as you need for it to click for
you. You can find more information at https://www.passapknitter.com/members
If you want to take a free mini-course about knitting on the Passap you can find that at
https://www.passapknitter.com Put in your name and email address in the opt in box.
Or if you prefer video instruction about garments and how to use your machine easily to
get fabulous items to wear, you can find that at https://www.esix.knittingtofit.com Look
under monthly to get a video per month or under individual to select the garments you
prefer by the picture with the explanation of the item.
My goal has been to help you become more familiar with your machine, gain confidence
and build your skill.
Happy Knitting,
Marjorie J McDonald
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